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INTRODUCTION

The different historiographical currents involved in the presence of 
Portuguese and Spanish people Eastern Asia have begun, over the last 
decade, to undergo a significant paradigm shift. No anachronistic echoes of 
the yearning for a supposed imperial glory remain at all. The monopolistic 
exclusivity of concerns focused on the activity and experiences of Europeans 
in Asia from a perspective foreign to that of Asia’s historical development and 
the historical experience of the peoples of Asia has been lost. The apologetic, 
hagiographical, and factional approach to Christian missionary activity in 
Asia has also been overcome. In earlier decades, nevertheless, very substan-
tial and fundamental historiographical contributions have been made, which 
are worth following up and deepening; contributions of great importance 
relative to the Portuguese and the Spanish, and to the activity of the various 
religious orders in Eastern Asia, which have escaped Eurocentric stereo-
types and the limitations of mere scholarship. The immense oeuvre of the 
Englishman Charles Ralph Boxer is one example of that.

Over these last two decades, we have not only seen a diversification of 
perspectives transcending a mere interest in Asia as the backdrop for the 
expansion of Portuguese or Spanish national history: on the one hand pri-
mary sources created in Asia have begun to be used, and on the other all the 
various contributions have begun entering into an intellectual dialogue of an 
international character, with distinct yet intersecting and mutually enriching 
historiographical trajectories.

The renewed thrust in studies of the Iberian empires’ frontiers, and of 
the overseas colonies of the Spanish and Portuguese, began in this last decade 
to enter into a fruitful dialogue with the historiographical traditions studying 
other imperial dynamics in Asia – the Dutch and British, primarily – either 
so as to delimit areas of contact and friction, or so as to establish compara-
tive models. On the other hand this field of study has also entered into a 
fruitful dialogue with the historiographical traditions framed by the different 
concrete formations of Asian Studies; studies in areas such as Sinology, 
Nipponology, or the history of southeast Asia, are already irreplaceable refer-
ences for completing, framing, and understanding processes, remodeling 
themes, and adequately approaching the problems arising from the presence 
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of the Iberians in Asia and their integration into a specifically Asian historical 
dynamic, which would be unfeasible without considering their mutual inter-
action and impact on each other. It not surprising, then, that the interest 
on the part of Asian historiography in learning more about the Portuguese 
and Spanish in Asia has never ceased to increase, as a way of deepening 
historical knowledge, and as a way of reviewing the study of foreign relations 
and cultural exchange in the modern and contemporary era, and of their 
insertion in a global context.

More recently, the rewriting of Portuguese and Spanish adventures 
in Eastern Asia under the paradigm of Global History and World History 
has opened a new frame of reference which allows the posing of new ques-
tions and the re-posing of questions that were already on the table, with 
new data, new goals, and new instruments of analysis: dialogue, and across-
the-board collaboration between different disciplines and historiographies, 
both national and regional, pointing to horizons of knowledge which should 
not remain mere empty theoretical talk but instead aspire to generate com-
plex stories founded on a factual basis, capable of formulating interpre-
tive hypotheses and articulating reticular perspectives not centered on the 
mutilating limitations implied by any specific national or missionary point 
of view, but instead approaching different perspectives simultaneously, such 
as the complexity at the margins of the simplifications imposed by a linear 
and stylized story from the dominant perspective. The debate on the Great 
Divergence which Kenneth Pomeranz has brought to the table, or consider-
ations about the origins of globalization at the end of the 16th century, when 
Mexican and Japanese silver tied together oceans and economic settings as 
distant from one another as the China sea and the Atlantic ocean, as raised 
by Dennis O. Flynn and Arturo Giráldez, are a few examples of the opening 
of new frameworks for reflection. This obviously does not exclude the deep-
ening of the detailed study of specific historiographical problems invoked 
by each concrete historical process; however, mutual acquaintance, simple 
contemplation in a different light, the rigorous comparison of perspectives, 
and the intersection of perspectives, data, and sources, can contribute to the 
dispelling of inertias and uncovering of assumptions, and to bringing things 
out from the shadows into the light of historical knowledge, one of the most 
legitimate and genuine missions of the historian’s work.

For these reasons it is now unavoidable that we think about the Portu-
guese and Spanish presence in Eastern Asia within the context of the wholes 
of evolutions, tensions, and processes in the Asian regional sphere, and the 
way they fit into a global historical framework. And all this, as we have 
noted, invites dialogue and collaboration among historiographical traditions 
that only a few days ago remained isolated from one another in watertight 
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cubbyholes. This was the case for the Spanish and Portuguese historiogra-
phies, dealing with such proximate and interlaced themes as their respective 
Asian adventures.

In this issue of the Bulletin of Portuguese/Japanese Studies, which 
I have had the honor of coordinating and introducing, the decided intent 
is to contribute to taking down barriers and mutual ignorance; it is not in 
vain that we have opted for a magazine which in its very name contains 
that intent to approach an historiographical dialogue and sets itself up on a 
border area with transverse intersections and approximations from different 
perspectives and fields. The six articles presented in this issue deal with 
two distinct moments: we have here four articles that situate us at the 
intersection of the 16th and 17th century. This is a period for which historio-
graphical cooperation between the Portuguese and Spanish seems the most 
obvious and urgent, as it was played out on the complex and paradoxical 
backdrop established by the dynastic union of the Courts of Tomar in 1581: 
one monarchy for two imperial systems that must not interfere with one 
another.

The Asian frontiers of the empires of Castile and Portugal between 1580 
and 1668 operate on an unavoidably complex backdrop. They vary between 
rivalry, conflict, collaboration, and synergy. They are influenced and to a good 
measure determined not only by the guidelines and dynamics generated in 
the Iberian peninsular metropolis and European events with global repercus-
sions, but also by the historical trajectory of the Asian empires – Chinese and 
Japanese – and of the informal Sino-Japanese maritime mercantile commu-
nities, as well as by the globalization of the war of Flanders and of commer-
cial flows. Between Macao and Manila, the commerce of the Mediterranean, 
the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic oceans joined together on a single chain. 
These Iberian frontier relations in Asia took place in a chronological period 
compassing the twilight of the age of spices and the dawn of the age of silver 
and silk as the primary protagonists and movers in Asian commerce.

To contemplate in parallel the development of Hispanic and Portuguese 
activity in Eastern Asia between 1580 and 1668 thus necessarily entails 
moving fluidly across three scales: the bilateral, regional, and global. Though 
it may seem the most remote, the global scale is one of the most decisive. 
The Spanish occupation of Antwerp in 1585 signified the dismantling of its 
commercial spice network. Portuguese and other Catholic merchants moved 
into the ports of the Hanseatic League, while the Protestants took up resi-
dence in the ports of Zeeland and Holland. The embargo imposed by the 
Crown on Dutch purchasing of spices in Iberian ports drove the Lowlands 
to seek out spices directly in Eastern Asia: the Dutch explosion in Eastern 
Asia would end up representing the most difficult challenge found by the 
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Iberians in Asia over the course of the 17th century. It was a factor in the 
tension between Manila and Macao that the Portuguese saw this as a detri-
ment directly caused to them by the Spaniards: a war which was simultane-
ously about independence and religion, a conflict between the Spaniards and 
the Flemish had appeared on the other side of the world to damage business 
for the merchants of Macao.

The four articles in this issue of the Bulletin… that situate us in that 
period of the so-called dualist Monarchy deal with distinct and complemen-
tary aspects between them. Paulo Jorge de Sousa Pinto gives us a study of 
the “Pinhal episode,” one of the moments of the greatest tension between 
the Spaniards and the Portuguese in Asia at the end of the 16th century, with 
new sources and perspectives; Alexandra Curvelo analyzes the circulation 
of art objects between Japan, China, and New Spain by way of Macao and 
Manila, focusing on the new evidence brought to the study by the corpus of 
lacquered oratories; Ubaldo Iaccarino analyzes Manila’s position as interna-
tional entrepôt, conferred upon it by commercial dynamics between Japan 
and China; finally Manel Ollé analyzes the initial process involved in the 
birth of the paradigm for the perception of the Jesuits in China in the decade 
of 1580.

The two articles that complete this volume take us to the middle of 
the 19th century, and deal from complementary perspectives the singular 
figure of the Catalan diplomat Sinibald de Mas, who played a crucial role in 
Spanish policy in Asia. Josep M. Fradera analyzes the reformist proposals 
of Sinibald de Mas for the administration of the Spanish colony in the 
Philippines in the light of the vital and intellectual trajectory of a man who 
doubtless was the most knowledgeable person on Asia in Spain in his time. 
Finally, David Martinez Robles studies the mid-19th century Spanish inter-
vention in Macao in the time of the Opium wars, and the fundamental role 
that said diplomat Sinibald de Mas played in them.

We consider this plural contribution a first timid approximation of a 
territory of dialogue that is now opening up before us. Whole centuries still 
remain to be dealt with, many perspectives remain to be contrasted with one 
another. So, let the game begin…

Manel Ollé

University Pompeu Fabra / CSIC
(Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas)


